


What is CAPprentice?
CAPprentice is an immersive and fast-paced internship program specially designed for
freshmen and sophomore students from the College of Business Administration and
the School of Economics, as well as juniors from BAA. With specialized learning and

hands-on mentorship, this program aims to offer a first-hand experience of life in UP
Career Assistance Program (UP CAP) and take ownership of meaningful projects for the

organization's biggest events of the year.



What to expect as a CAPprentice?
 

Process-based Tasks
(PBTs)

Event-based Tasks
(EBTs) Special Project

In UP CAP, we want to immerse
the CAPprentices to the work of
the process-based teams. Once

assigned to their respective
departments and teams,

CAPprentices will work hand-in-
hand with ADs and officers in
accomplishing process-based

tasks.

In UP CAP, we want CAPprentices
to know what takes place behind  

the biggest events of the
organization. Once assigned to

their respective events,
CAPprentices will work hand-in-
hand with TLs, ADs, and officers
in accomplishing event-based

tasks.

In UP CAP, we want the
CAPprentices to take initiative

and spearhead their own
initiatives. All CAPprentices will
have the luxury and freedom to
work together in coming up with
their own special project that will

benefit the organization.



What to expect as a CAPprentice?
 

Mentorship
 

Workshops
 

Bondings
 

In UP CAP, we want the
CAPprentices to interact with
and seek guidance from the

CAPamilya. Each CAPprentice
will be assigned to a CAParent

(AD) and a CAPatid (Officer) who
will offer guidance towards
work and engage in social

bonding initiatives with them. 

In UP CAP, we also want to treat
CAPprentices the same way we
treat our very own members.

Throughout the semester,
CAPprentices are invited to

participate in all of the internal
workshops organized by the

different departments of UP CAP.

In UP CAP, we want all
CAPprentices to realize the we

are more than just a work
organization. CAPprentices will

get the opportunity to get to
know one another and the

CAPamilya through CAPprentice
lunches and game nights.



Communications Department

The Communications Department is responsible for the relevant and effective management of promotions
and publicity of CAP. Members are tasked in conceptualizing, creating, and executing the promotional
campaigns and multimedia materials laid out by the teams of the organization. If you are a creative at heart
who wants to hone their skills in digital marketing and branding, this department is for you!

Flexible people who can adapt quickly to
deadlines and tasks at hand
Creative minds who wants to develop their
eye for design
Editing software skills are a plus but not
required

Helping out in analyses, department, development,
and LinkedIn management
Ideate and conceptualize new post formats and
spearhead campaigns for our platforms
Assist in creating pubs for roadshows and pub
requests in and out of the organization

What we're looking for What to look forward to

Slots Open: 3



External Affairs Department

The External Affairs Department is the bridge that connects our corporate partners to the organization. The
key roles for members under this department are to spot and recruit potential sponsors, as well as oversee
and provide for the needs of said partners. By the end of your year of service with CAP, your communication
skills will be thoroughly improved, equipping you further in your other endeavors.

Proactive members who are willing to step
out of their comfort zone 
Communication skills 
Agility
Competitive spirit 
Eager to learn and grow

Sponsor Acquisition
Direct communication with company leaders from
various industries 
Crafting and sending emails to be sent to said
corporate leaders

What we're looking for What to look forward to

Slots Open: 4



Finance & Legal Affairs Department

The Finance and Legal Affairs Department is the backbone of the organization. We work closely with the
Externals and Operations Department to ensure that all of CAP’s internal systems and external legal initiatives
are always in order. If you're interested in designing processes, providing forward-thinking analysis, or
applying your finance lessons in the real life context of a corporation, then this department is for you!

Organized and systematic
Willing to learn how to handle excel trackers
Innovative and proactive in improving
processes
Flexible and adaptable especially in assisting
activities of other departments  

Handle the org’s budget tracker and ensure the
maximization of resources
Apply accounting concepts by ensuring compliance
with different government agencies
Experience first-hand interaction with corporate
sponsors in revenue collection and documentation

What we're looking for What to look forward to

Slots Open: 3



Internal Affairs Department

The Internal Affairs Department is all about the people. We create, plan, and execute projects and bondings
that promote inclusivity, growth, and connectedness within the organization. We provide the utmost care for
the organization's stakeholders – the CAPamilya, alumni, students, staff, administration, and our charity
beneficiaries. We ensure that the CAPamilya grow holistically in every program we implement.

Passionate individuals determined to bring
people together 
Innovative and organized workers 
Interpersonal skills 
Detail-orientedness 
Fun & enthusiastic

Planning fun bonding activities and conducting
workshops for member welfare and development 
Implementing initiatives for the welfare of the
organization's stakeholders
Handling charity beneficiaries for the organization's
CSR arm 

What we're looking for What to look forward to

Slots Open: 4-8



Operations Department

The Operations Department serves as the technology and logistics arm of the organization and ensures
proper planning and smooth execution of each event. It is also responsible for ensuring that efficient systems
and processes in procurement, registration, and documentation are put in place. With Operations, you'll be
able to enhance your ability to make optimal decisions, innovate systems and maximize the new normal!

Willling to learn new skills and explore new
platforms
Enjoys event planning and execution
Adaptable and able to work under pressure 
Can commit to their role in Operations
Basic excel and pub making are a plus

Making email templates and requesting for incentives
Revalida and consolidation of information for the 9-
box matrix
Organizing roadshows
Email marketing and coordinating on website
changes and details

What we're looking for What to look forward to

Slots Open: 8-10



UP CAP's 
Line-Up
of Events
for
2122B

CAPACITIES

CAREER FAIR

ENCAPSULATE

Holistic career development program aimed at equipping students with
the necessary skills to survive the current job market.

 UP CAP’s annual flagship event, where students can turn in their
resumes, network with HR representatives, and apply for jobs that
they’ve been eyeing.

 Culminating event of UP CAP that celebrates a year of service and
excellence through conducting an online mixer and a series of talks.



Application
Process

Release of Application Results

1-on-1 Interview

Online Application 

After conducting 1-on-1 interviews with all applicants, the AVPs will be deciding on
which applicants are deemed fit to fulfill the responsibilities of a CAPprentice. Once
deliberations are done, we will be releasing the list of this year's CAPprentices and
formally introducing them to the organization. 

Each applicant is required to fill up an application form found at www.upcap.ph. This
will let us know more about your background experience, skillsets, current
committments, and preferred department of assignment. Afterwards, you will be asked
to proceed with the following steps. 

(November 5 to 15)

(November 16 to 30)

(December 13)

You will be invited for an interview with the Assistant Vice President (AVP) of your first
and/or second choice department to get deeper insights on your intentions for applying
to be a CAPprentice and to gauge which department will suit you the most. You may
anticipate questions revolving around your expectations for CAPprentice, and scenario-
type questions according to your top 2 preferred departments.



Why apply 
 to be a 
 CAPprentice
?

Connect with everyone from all ages - admin, staff, alumni, corporate
partners, students, etc. Enjoy the free food, freebies, and more from
sponsors as appreciation for your service. More than that, accelerate your
career journey as you develop your skills, gain access to member-exclusive
workshops and mentorships from your team. Lastly, no fundraisers needed!

Fast-Tracked Application Process

Exclusive CAPprentice Souvenirs

CAPprentices who successfully finished the internship program will deem
them eligible for fast track applications for A.Y. 2022-2023. This means that
they will skip certain stages of next year's application process.

CAPprentices will be receiving special souvenirs from UP CAP that are
exclusive to individuals who are part of the organization's internship
program. 

CAPamilya Perks

Project Ownership
Experience meaningful service, maximize your potential and take ownership
of your work with UP CAP where every CAPprentice is a contributor to the
impact the organization provides. 



Frequently
Asked
Questions 

Who can apply?
Freshmen and Sophomores from CBA and SE, as
well as  Juniors from BAA.

How long will I be a CAPprentice?
1 semester only (2122B).

Can I change departments during
my internship?
No, you may not.



Contact us!
If you have further inquiries regarding the organization or the application
process of CAPprentice, you may contact Shaun Salazar, AVP for Internal
Affairs, through Facebook or at 0917 520 6001.


